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Quarry firm 'puts eggs in one basket' with
Templeton plan after dismissing othersites
Dominic Harris + 17:07, Apr 01 2018

DAVID WALKER/STUFF

Templeton residents believe the area appears to be the great hope for Fulton Hogan's quarrying
plans around Christchurch.

Residents in Templeton fear their small town will become a mining centre after it

emerged construction company Fulton Hogan has relinquished major quarrying

exploration rights around Christchurch.

The firm has given up permission to explore or mine for minerals in five sites
around the city — covering an area 14 times the size of Hagley Park.
It still has three quarries, on Pound Rd, Miners Rd and at Mcleans Island, but now
has no other permits in the Christchurch area.
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Construction company Fulton Hogan has three quarries around the city - but warns aggregate
supplies at those will not last forever.

The company has warned its aggregate supplies are running short and it wants to
quarry a 170 hectare paddock on the outskirts of Templeton for up to 40 years to
meet demand.
READ MORE:

* Templeton threatens 'Texit' as residents dig in their heels over quarry
anguish
* Construction firm Fulton Hogan promises not to quarry on council-owned
Templeton site
* Concerns over possibility of quarry exploration on Templeton's doorstep
* Quarry health bosses play downfearsofsilicosis to Canterbury residents
* Templeton residents take up arms in battle against planned quarry
* Question marks over adequacyoftests for toxic quarry dust
* Templeton residents gear up to fight plans for new quarry
* Fury at hamper 'bribe' as residents near Canterbury town demandtheir say
over quarry proposals
Residents oppose the plan — and believe that by dismissing other possible

locations, Fulton Hogan is pinning its hopes on the site on the edgeof their

community.
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Residents in Templeton fear Fulton Hogan have pinned their hopes on a site next to their small town
as the solution to its future needs.

Garry Kilday, chairman of the Templeton Residents Association (TRA), which is

spearheading the fight against the quarry, said the move suggests the company
has put all its eggs in one basket.

Kilday said: "That is what it looks like to me, which raises a bit of a red flag
because they're going to throw all they can at this — there isn't any fall-back
position.

"It is a big thing for Templeton to hear that and people will not like it. For us, the
TRA, it brings everything back to the fore.
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Fulton Hogan has given up five quarrying permits around Christchurch, 16 times the size of Hagley

Park - but has high hopesfor a site at Templeton.

"It sounds like Fulton Hogan are getting rid of all their other permits and sticking
it all into ours, which frightens me a little bit.
"That's the arrogance of Fulton Hogan ... They reckon they've got the backing of
everybody."
Fulton Hogan said there was "no correlation whatsoever" between giving up the
permits and its intentions for Templeton.
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Aggregateis a vital ingredient for construction projects, and huge amounts are needed for the

rebuild in Christchurch.

Kilday said confirmation quarrying will not happen directly on Templeton's
doorstep was an "awesome relief", while the surrender of other permits would be

welcome newsfor people in Yaldhurst who have had their own battles over health
concerns from quarrying.
FIVE PERMITS SURRENDERED

Data from New Zealand Petroleum & Minerals (NZPM) showsthat earlier this
month Fulton Hogan surrendered four minerals exploration permits, one for a
386ha piece of land north west of Yaldhurst, another for a massive 1,780ha area
to the west of Mcleans Island.
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People in Templeton have concerns about the environmental and health impacts of a quarry near
their homes.

Two otherswill bring relief to Templeton's residents — one, which Fulton Hogan

previously promised not to mine, backs directly onto houses in the town, while
another lies adjacent to Curraghs Rd.

The fifth permit was for minerals mining in an area just south of Ruapuna
Speedway. No exploration was carried out at any of the sites.
Fulton Hogan owns the land for its proposed Dawsons Rd site at Templeton - for
which it intends to submit resource consent applications in May - so does not
need a permit.
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Selwyn MP Amy Adams is concerned potential quarry sites away from residents have been dismissed.

That site is intended a direct replacement for the Pound Rd quarry, which is
expected to draw to an end within the nextfive years.
Both the Miners Rd and Mcleans Island sites have at least 10 years left in them.

Fulton Hogan repeatedly declined to put forward a senior member of staff to

speak with Stuff.
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Fulton Hogan is likely to submit consent applications for the Dawsons Rd site in May, but faces
considerable opposition.

A spokesman said: "The residents [of Templeton and Yaldhurst] have not

influenced the decision to surrender these permits. Fulton Hogan is undertaking a
national review of its crown mineral permits.

"This review began in October 2017 and in that process [we] have surrendered
local permits and will continue to review the permits in other national locations

and surrender these as appropriate."

He said the location and purchase of any future land or permits would be dealt
with on a "case-by-case" basis as part of a long-term quarry strategy around
Christchurch.
QUARRYING FURTHER AWAYWILL INCREASE COSTS

Fulton Hogan has underlined the importance of sites being close to where
aggregate is used, saying costs that spiral as transport distances increase
are passed on to consumers.
Quarrying land further afield would raise questions about whether companies

involved in rebuilding Christchurch would have to bear the financial burden.

Kilday, who with other Templeton residents aired his concerns to Christchurch
Mayor Lianne Dalziel during a private meeting on Monday, said Fulton Hogan is

only worried about protecting its bottom line.
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Narrell Chand, who lives on Maddisons Rd next to the Dawsons Rdsite, said she
understood the need for aggregate, but believed "there is a place for the quarry
that is not in conflict with where people live and work.
"Maybe the council can help them find this area so that it is not close to

residential properties and is not too far from their suppliers."

Her neighbour, Tracey Gaskell, feels Fulton Hogan are playing "Russian roulette"

with people's health as they pursue bigger profits.

She said: "It isn't a win for us at all. In my opinion they are putting all their eggs
in the one basket, so they must be pretty confident it's a sure thing — which is
the same thing we are hearing regularly through the grapevine and gossip."
Amy Adams, National MP for Selwyn, said it was "somewhat concerning" Fulton
Hogan has dismissed quarrying near Mcleans Island, far from residential areas.
"It does appear that it would put more pressure on the necessity for them to get a

consent at Dawsons Rd," she said.

"My view, which | have expressed to both councils, Selwyn and Christchurch, is

that | have considerable concerns about the Dawsons Rd site being appropriate.

"There are substantial tracts of suitable land where these conflicting uses aren't

as prominent."

She suggested a quarry at Dawsons Rd could compromise any future development
options there.
Dalziel, the Christchurch City Council, the Selwyn District Council and

Environment Canterbury all declined to comment on the surrender of the permits.
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